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Believing that one of the rnos.t fundamental problems of our 
^•ime is the problem of international relations,- v,^e maintain 
that the development of missionary intelligence in the churches V 
of America is an important step in the direction of its solu­
tion. Provincialism will never die out save in the oresence of 
the ideal of v^orld fraternity. A narrow nationalism must be, 
supplanted by s patriotism that is just as good for the other 
nation as for its own. Ideals of righteousness 'and world brother­
hood Tiust (dominate the rising generation before they can dominate 
the nation.
It is the Church o.-^ G-od that alone is commissioned and em­
powered uo interpret Christ’s teaching in terras of the whole 
•'Torld family. Through long centuries Christian Yissions have 
sfved Christian people from’ localism and trained them In v/orld 
thinking. The mission conception is the loft-ipst kind of inter­
nationalism a.nd the future harmpny of the v;orld depends upon 
its faithful propagation. Th® Gospel of Jesus carries in it the 
final 'Qeanlng of man's life and His spirit is the high conscience 
of the world.
We no longer feel obliged to apologize for an interest in 
missions, rather the burden of apology rests ’’^ith tnose who 
feel no genuine interest in their fello-ws. The plea for an 
International mind comes from without the Church as surely as 
from v/ithin. The age itself pleads for wider .horizons and 
stronger fellowships. America's isolation is past and her place 
in the counsels of nations is awaiting.
This thesis is more than an argument in favor of mls'slonary 
education, althou';5h it is that. It nrofesses to be e survey o.f 
tne situation in our churches ’'^ith a vie.v. to. d:i.scoverlng s nro- 
gram of missions^ry education which v/ill have in mind the normal 
^nd be lanced development of the individual child well s the 
loyal support of the great e iterprises of the church. Neither 
will suffer when the wisdom and the power of the Church geb to­
gether.
In viev/ of’ the numerous agencies v/hicli reach down into the 
local church for maintenance, we nropose a nlan of ’'lisslonary 
Educa.tion whose underlying principles are unity and cooperation. 
It sha.ll ali.i to nreserve the best of the past,, while at the 
S'^me time recognizing the value of the new. All should be given 
to each and not as the over and above, but as the regular work 
of the church. T’his can only be done under a united leadership 
and with a correlated prbgram. '’"he plan suggested in tnis the­
sis v/ill accomplish this, v/e be’lieve, in the interest of effi?- 
ciency and conservation. The Cnristian leaders Qust discover 
a more comprehen'^ive, thoroughgoing method of Informing and en­
listing the whole church membership - this for the' Sake of the 






A. The Appeal of the Times for World Understanding^.
]. A War-awakened World.
"We are living, we are dwelling 
In a grand and awful time;
In an age on ages telling,
To be living is sublime."
This has been true in other epochs of the world's history 
but never truer than in the present one. To live is truly sub­
lime when we can read the meaning of the ago and see its bear­
ing on all ages. It is a commonplace to say that we live in a 
changing world; it is a truism to assort that we belong to a 
transition period and share in a world-iylde reconstruction. But 
the World War was a World Awakening. Laillons of human beings 
were set in commotion, and prevailing wreck and restlessness are 
the results both in the East and in the 'West. The world's to 
build anew!
2, America's International Obligation. In a material way, 
America gained most and lost least in this war. Her sufferings, 
though great, seem tri-vial in comparison with those of other 
nations. Last to enter, she will be the first to recover; but 
the United States will prove only a temporary health-spot in a 
diseased body unless the rest of the world can be restored to. 
economic and social health. A sense of national responsibility 
must follow fast upon a realization of the world's need. The 
The individual truth that no man liveth to himself must be ex­
panded into the larger social belief that no nation liveth to
itself. Our placid isolation has been intruded upon and. never 
again can we refuse to share in the common family taslj.
5. The Revelation of the War. The war was a revelation to us of 
our own weaknesses as well as of the source of our strength, name­
ly-,- our religious heritage. The war was an Apocalypse whose sig­
nificance we are only now sensing. It has revealed thin places 
in our social structure, large gaps in our International life, and 
the impotency of our religious firces. This self-realization tO“ 
gether with a greater sense of the world's need and of our need of 
the world, has almost paralyzed us.
And yet, weak as v/e have seen ourselves to be, the world is 
surely looking to us for much of moral leadership. That which we 
have to offer is the result of the moral and religious background 
of our history. All that is great and good in our national heri­
tage rests upon the two pillars spoken of by Washington in his 
Farewell Address, the pillars of morality and religion.
The Church is the one institution whose purpose it is to create 
that religious life on which the morals of^nation are built* The 
world looks to America, and America looks to the Protestant forces 
of the land. In the past, the Church has led the way and she must 
again hold high her light. Hence this thesis. The Development of 
Missionary Intelligence in the Churches of America.
B. The Need of Missionary Intellif^ence irt the Church.
Essence of Christianity.- 'But. why missionary intalllgence? 
Because the religion of Jesus is essentially missionary. The 
missionary enterprise is not something foreign t'o the life of the 
Church but rather the very center of its life. '*Thy kingdom come"
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stands at the heart of our religion and even in the Talmud we 
read that a prayer which makes no mention of the Kingdom is 
no prayer at all. The principle of missions is fundamental to 
our faith. It is indeed the fruit of our faith and the out- 
vfard evidence of our disclpleship.
"■’iisslon" means "going", not necessarily in person, hut al­
ways in spirit. It concerns itself with the motive of a man.
It has to do with that vital thing which, we call attitude. It 
means that in this, as in everything else, we are to have th® 
mind of Christ Whose G-reat Commission becomes the Great Per­
mission to those who have caught His spirit.
The -Full-orbed Christian Character. The vital Christian 
character must of necessity be evangelistic in its purpose and 
missionary in its motive. A well-rounded Christian life is 
impossible without world knowledge and world sympathy. If the 
integrity and righteousness of God are thought to be conc’itioned 
by His attitude toward His creatures, so in like manner th® 
piety and profession o-f men are rated according to their active 
goodwill toward their fellows. "Good and upright is Jehovah, 
therefore’ Will he teach sinners in the way*'" Because He is 
vfhat He is., because He i^ God', He is not willing that any of 
His children should fall of -fellowship with Him.
And because we are His followers we shall not be content 
with mere personal salvation. Self-improvement Is not all.
If it were, life would be a very selfish thing. We are called 
to Usefulness. Like Him Whose name we bear, we must be creative, 
reaching out into every realm of life to right evils and to 
develop 'resources. The full social motive becomes the missionary 
motive.
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But It may be perfectly possible for the Christian to be evan­
gelistic in his attitude and still lack the larger -outlook, still 
fail to glimpse the broader horizon. He may have the power which 
follows faith In a G-od Who is present in His world, while failing 
to have the perspective which comes from the belief In a God Who 
is also above His world. Whose thoughts are higher than ours and 
V^ose ways are wider than our ways,- The man with the Power 
awaits the light of missionary knowledge to give him Perspective, 
For, without this balance of energy and Insight, the highest 
results cannot be achieved either in the 'life of the individual 
or of society. Power without ‘Perspective is dangerous and Per­
spective without Power is uaeleas. The possession of this fuller, 
more abundant life must be seen to depend not only upon the qual­
ity of the heart but also upon the enriched sympathiee, and en- 
.larged vision which comes to the Christian from participation in 
the world task.
3- Universality of God's Love and Man'a N§ed. Why misBionary 
intelligence? Again we appeal to the urgency of the times-. Be­
cause we do not know, we do not love, we are not Interested in, 
that which we do not understand. "Lift up your eyes and look" is 
an injunction still pertinent. Missionary education has as its 
aim the making of world Christians, Christians who have risen 
high enough to see the world and to comprehend its vastness.-and 
their relation to it. If the Gospel is not universal In its in­
tent, it is nothing. If it were possible to discover ten souls, 
yes, even one soul, In whom our Father had no interest, our faith 
would be shattered. But His goodness stands approved and, in the 
words of St. Augustine, "He loves us each as though there were
17
^ut one of us to love." -It is this universality of the .redemp­
tive love of God which giyeB the Christian religion Its-dynamic*
The world has become a neighliorhood and loving oior neighbor 
is t'he Christian's task. The missionary enterprise mast be built 
in love rather than In philanthropy. The idea that must win in 
the end is -the idea that all the people on earth are of one 
family. "Sveryland is my fatherland for all lands ahe my Father's."
How 'to develop an annreciative understanding of other races 
and of other lands is a large part of the task of the missionary 
educator. To show that they aTso have .something to contribute 
and that the larger r.ood which we have is but a gift v/hich we 
must share if we would keep. To diffuse among nations the idea 
of solidarity, that is: that all have interests and responsibil­
ities in common; that no man or nation can "go it alone*; that 
as we live together so we must think together and together con­
tribute to the common progress and the common peace. This latent 
ideelism is ours to awaken and develop.
C. The Demand for World-.>Ilndednes3 outside the 'Church,
1, T^ International Committee of Education. This Committee was 
apnointed by the League of Nations. The problem of international 
relations is regarded as one of the fundamental problems of our 
time. America must extend her concern for her own interests to 
include a concern ^or the interests of others. To think nation­
ally or even continentally is not enough. Vifhat is needed in 
America today is the new world mind, which is the mind of Christ. 
And there are other instrumentalities at work reminding the 
Christian Church x>f its vocation. The great forces that help
are the development of knowledge and the better understanding of 
religion. The appointment of an Interna,tional Committee of Edu­
cation is a hopeful sign, if we are to live together in harmony, 
we must do collective thinking.
2. The Third International Conference of Moral Education. Another 
reason for encouragement is found in the calling of the Third 
International Conference for Moral Education. Among the themes 
suggested for discussion at that conference were The Use of His­
tory in Moral Education and The Motive of Service. This effort 
to put the study of history at the service of international re­
lations la a very vital one. 'T’here is no donbt that the dislike 
and misunderstanding of foreigners have been accentuated by the 
treatment of history and geography. Alien civilizations have 
been largely Ignored. A broader view of history, must be taken 
and better proportion observed in its teaching.
World history must be taught and every student made to see
that his country is but one of many, and not necessarily the
best, "it is not the importance, but rather the insignificance,
1
of one’s fatherland that needs to be emphasized." Culture 
must be shovm to be international and that many streams have 
united to make the mighty river which we c^ll by that name.
The Institute of International Information. Still another 
bright sign of a new day for the Christian World is the Insti­
tute of International Information v/hlch was established for the 
ourposo of securing and distributing all the ascertainable facts 
regarding Industry, science, politics, labor, religion, education,
^ The Journal of International Relations, January, 1922.
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egricultur©, or 'busine.ss,* in fact each side and phase of 
human progress in every country.
The Director of the Institute is a great geographer' who has 
virtually revolutionized the teaching of geography through his 
text-hooks, which consider the customs, ideas and movements of 
the peoples who inhabit the Earth as fully as they consider the 
mountains, rivers and boundary lines.
The Institute nurnoses to make available for its members 
the great mass of knowledge in the possession of the following 
organizations! The Council of foreign Relations, The Institute 
of International Affairs, The' Institute of Politics, The 17orld 
Alliance for International Friendship Through the Churches, The 
Institute of International Education, The -International Chamber 
of Coipmerco, The National Research Council, The Institute of 
International Agriculture and The League of Nations Secretariat. 
4* The Institute of International Education. This Institute 
was. founded in 1919 and has for its general aim to develop 
world fellowship by educational agencies. One of its methods' 
of cres.ting international goodwill is through the exchange of 
professors and students. A wisely selected professor can do 
much to interpret his country to foreign countries. Likewise 
a foreign student may help to bring a truer ap'oreciation of 
his nation to the country in which he is studying,and to better 
■understand that country himself.
The Institute also arranges itineraries for visiting com­
missions and delegates and tries in every possible way to aid 
in promoting International friendliness. Perhaps no oms P?
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its activities is more important in realizing its aim than the 
International Relaions Clubs, alrea<?.y existing in thirty seven 
of our A-nerican colleges and universities and under organization 
in sixteen others.
Civilization means chs.racter and is therefore essentially 
individual and not national. Education for Internationalism 
throws out a challenge to the Church to make that relationship 
and that education Christian-.
"Educational leadership must see to it that the next genera­
tion in all countries will realise, the unity of modern civili­
zation. Religious leadership must harness the religious Impulse 
of mankind to the task of ere?)ting that world fellowship which 
has been the dream of all the truly' great religious leaders of 
history. But, above all, the times impose upon the individual 
citizen the duty of sustained ^tudy of world affairs, the duty 
^of a world vision, the duty of active service in the remaking 
of a shattered world."
This duty of stimulating a sustained study of world affairs, 
of a world vi.sion and of active participation in the remaking 
of the world becomes the work of the missionary educator. The 
fundamental purpose of missionary education is not to arouse an 
interest in missions, not to increase the funds of missionary 
societies, worthy as these purposes are. It is to give to the 
Church the mind of G-od Who so loved that He gave, not money, but 
a personality, a life.
The controlling purpose of missionary education is the 
development of an all-round Christian character and the expres­
sion of that character in unselfish service. It is to educate 
the youth morally and religiously by giving him such ideas and 
ideals that his conduct will be standardized and that he will 
become a Christian citizen of the world.









THE AG-ENQIES OP MISSIONARY INTELLIGENCE.
When we look over the field of mijssionary education to see 
what agencies are already at work, we find that there are many, 
each with its separate program and policy. The agencies may 
be classed as Church or Denominational Agencies and those that 
are Interdenominational and Undenominationa"!. These with their 
varipus subdivisions federate until they become an ihtricate net­
work of organizations, useful, no doubt, but quite perplexing to 
the laity. They constitute a veritable labyrinth, retaining the 
original r.ed thread of earnest endeavor, but presenting to the 
uninitiated a tangled and sometimes knotty appearance.
•A.* The Denominational Apiencles*
• Taking up, first of all, the denominational agencies, we see 
that they consist, for the most part, of four groups: the Church 
or General, Missionary‘Societie-a with their respective boards;^ the 
Women's Societies and' their boards; and those o:^ the Young' People’ 
organizations and the Sunday School. In this orde^r we shall con-
i.sider them.
1• The General or Church Missionary Societies.
a. Their histohical background. There is a sdnse in which the
f.
Pilgrims who sailed in the Mayflower in 1620 werP missionaries.
The preaching of John Eliot to the’Indians was doubtless the first 
American mission ^to the heathen'. In those early days- America it­
self was looked upon as a mission field. The well-known distinc­
tion between foreign and, home or domestic missions had no-fc yet 
come. The px^epence of the Indians absorbed the ‘attention of the 
colonists for many years and obsciored the needs of the world at 
large.
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(1) The London Missionary Society, The sailing of William 
Carey and the formation of the London Missionary Society 
aroused great^ Interest on this side of the Atlantic. Due in 
no small measure to this Influence, the Modern Missionary 
Movement, as we knov/ it, may be said to have taken Its rise in 
this country during the early part of the nineteenth century.
(2) The Haystack Prayer Meeting, The real "birthplace of 
American i^lssions'' was at Williams College, Massachusetts, in 
the °heiter a haystack. As in Europe and 'England, so in 
America, the element of indivif^ual enthusiasm was needed to 
give the initial impulse for this great v/'ork of meeting the 
distinctively foreign need. The heart .starts things and or­
ganizations follow. So it was the heart of Samuel J. Mills,
a student of Williams College, lifted in prayer with several 
other students, that led to the formation of the oldest of th® 
foreign missionary societies of the United States,
(3) The American Board, ^he Haystack Prayer Meeting of 1606 
marks the turning point in the history of foreign missions. 
Three of the Williams College students entered Andover Semi­
nary where they still pressed the subject of foreign-mlssio-ns 
with the result that the American Board of Commissioners for 
foreign Missions was organized on June 29, 1810, at Bradford, 
Massachusetts.
(4) Other Beginnings. Four years later. May 18,1814 the Ameri­
can Baptists Missionary Union was formed for th© immediate pur­
pose of supporting Adoniram Judson and Luther Rice, who had 
changed their theological views on the way out to India,
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The American Board and the American Baptist Missionary Union 
were not only' pioneers, but they represented slmost the entire 
body of Christians at that time with the exception of the Metho­
dists and Episcopalians. The American Board included 'among its 
supporters the Congregate onalists, "Presbyterians, and Reformed, 
both Dutch and German. Later the Presbyterians and the Reformed 
Churches established their own boards. All Baptists, North and 
South, Joined in the Missionary Union.
Due to their absorbing interest in -the growing itork in America, 
the Methodists were not drawn so early into the foreign work.
And when the Missionary Society was formed in .1819, it was the 
result of the oreachlng of John Stewart among the Wyandot Indians. 
Not until 1332 was the foreign work of the Society begun by the 
sending of Melville B. Cox to Africa.
Thus the contagion of missionary interest snread till organi­
zations had been effected in all of the leading denominations, 
b. An Evaluation.
(1) Their Prestige. It would be difficult to' estimate the 
Invaluable service rendered'by the General Missionary Boards, The 
first on the field, they blazed the way for those that were to 
follow. These Societies represent the constituency of the Church 
in a way which no other organization can. Their priority and 
prestige have given them tremendous advantage o-f which they have 
only in part availed themselves.
One has but to scan the records of the past century to real­
ize how very small a -percentage of the churches have actually 
participated in the world task. Not one“third of the Prot^estant 
ChuiTch- members have been enlisted in the extension of His kingdom.
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^ Notwithstanding the strength of their position the General
Societies have not been able to reach intimately a very large
number of their constituents* Nor have they undertaken any­
thing in the way of a statesmanlike effort to cover the field 
till within the past ^ecsde. Capable of so much, until recent­
ly they have been content with so little.
(2) ^Jethods Employed. The thods .of missionary education 
employed by this agency were largely those of the pulpit-, the 
religious press, fnc^ the services of returned missionaries. For 
the diffusion o^ missionary knowledge they depended upon the 
regular organization of the church, the oastor, the preaching 
service, end nossible s soecial missionary paper.
The ener/^les of the Boards 7/ere used more for collecting 
^ funds than for educating the people. The minister was held re-
snonsible for his missionary apportionment without being given 
adequate materials -for inspiring the gifts, mhe oressure upon 
him to nake good in his conference renort was neither wholesome 
nor fair, either for him or for the cause of missions.
Latterly more emphasis has been placed upon an educational 
program an^ this must be increasingly-so. The official pres­
tige 7/h^ ch these General Boards enjoy is a most valuable asset 
and must be recognized and used more and' more. Missionary edu­
cation must be made a part of the church's program in this 
large official way, having the power and authority of a unitdd 
church behind it. All the money needed.for missions will be 
forthcoming when a united church presents a united appeal for 
^ foreign missions. In the future there should be greater unity
in the family of ’'Missionary Agencies, beginning with this Parent 
organization.
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2-* The Yfomen* s Missionary Societies,
a* '^helr historical hackr^round. The Women's Missionary 
Societies also- took their rise during the last century, when 
'women were comins to their own in nil lines. In fact the 
Nineteenth Century is known as the Woman's Century,. It is 
hard for us to realize that there ever wa6 a time when women 
di^ riot work in shops and factories, v/ere not admitted to 
col'^eges and universltites, ’and v/hen there v/ere none of the 
active and uhioultous women's missionary societies. And yet 
it was the decade following the Civil War that saw the leunch- 
ing of scores of organizations for women. There had been 
s number of sooradic and unorganized undertakings of the sort 
earlier in the century.
(1) The Pioneer Societies o'f’ Women. The local pioneer 
organization for foreign missions among 'women seems to have 
been The Boston Female Society for Missionary Purposes, estab­
lished in 1800. This society included both B?ptist‘s and Congre- 
gationalists. A. year later the Congregational women founded 
a society called The Bostoh Female. Society for Promoting the
Diffusion of Christian Knowledge, Between the years 1800
1
and 1848 thirteen of the early societies were formed.
The year I860 or 1861 marks the organization of The Women's 
Union Missionary Society which still carries on work in India, 
China and Japan. In 1868 The Women's Board in connection with 
the American Board wa.s organized. Since then the growth has 
been rapid-. On a stormy day in March, 1869, the Methodist 
women met and organized the Woman's Foreign ^''i.asionary Society
^ The Encyclopedia of Missions - Ellen C, Parsons.
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\ of that denomination. The following year the Presbyterian
women came together.
And so women's work has spread, until, in one form or 
other, the women of every denomination have an organization 
■•■hat does foreign missionary work. Sometimes they are sub- 
o-rdinate to or included in the general boards; in other in- 
sta-nces they carry on a parallel and associated but distinct 
work. Missionary women may be said to lead a dohble life in 
their missionary activities,- while supporting all the ’;eneral 
work of the Church, they carry on at the same time their own 
special missionary activities, 
b. 4n, Evaluation.
(1) Intensive Cultivstlon. Their methods of missionary 
\ education, have been somewhat different and more varied than taose
of the General Boards. They have depended less on the pastor 
and nulnit and more on nersonal. and individual effort. ^!o3t of 
their "^ruit has been handpicked. In recent years women have 
applied themselves most assiduously to trie stuay of missionary 
problems. They have been forced to do their own thinking and 
planning very largely and this self-reliance .las Immensely 
strengthened tholr capabilities.
The vfomen have aemonstrated the povrer of small offerings 
frequently .collected from a larger number of contributors. They 
have truly been gleaners, gathering what otherwise night have 
been expended for' less worthy or even trivial matters.
The vfomen have also given proof of the value of small doses 
^ of missionary Information. The preparation and wiae distribu--
tlon of leaflets have been the means of reaching many women 
and creating a natural interest in world affairs.
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(2) Their Promotion Work. There is' no doubt but that women 
have a distinctive contribution to bring to the counsels of 
missions in their quickness of intuition and genius fbr details. 
Likewise their greater human interest in the individual at home 
and on the field has stood them in good stead. Their entnusiadm 
for details is evidenced in the wonderfully clever devices they 
are continually turning out for various nhases of their promo^ 
tion Y/ork.
3ut their very strength has also 'constituted their chief 
Y/eakn* ss. In their devotion to a cause the women have often 
seemed +0 stress the reaching of a goa.l more 'than the instruc­
tion if their constituents, .^s '^e have seen to be true of the 
General Societies. And even more oromlnent in the women's work 
has been the mpchinery, due to the intense cultivation of the 
home field. Thd Women's Societies with their subsidiary organ­
izations for children and young people have evolved a system 
of missionary organization which nrovldes for every age of life.
For the ordinary chTirch and the ordinary child there seems 
to exist an o.veh-abundance of organization, especially when 
wo consider that an equally complete system has been worked out 
by the Home Boards. Few churches can provide leadership that 
will, insure success to so many enterorises and few children can 
carry so many loyalties as the present, brogramsof religious 
nd secular education impose.
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3. The Youn^ People’s Societies, The denominational work 
In the field of missionary education for youn,^ people received 
inspiration from an Interdenominatlo.nal movement which we shall 
first treat,
a. The Youny. People ' a Missionary Movement-, Beginning in 
1881 there arose a great mass' movement among the young people 
of the churches, which, within a few years, enrolled nearly 
five million members in the various young people's societies^
!«= agues and unions. The eager young life of the^ Church was 
ready for action but awaited a commanding obje’ctiqhland intelli­
gent direction of their energy. It xas felt by mahy leaders 
that nothing could constitute a stronger kppeal or more worthily 
draw forth the latent power of these five million young people 
than a 'presentation of the npeds and claims of the non"Christian 
world.
(1) Its Origin in Canada and Silver Bay. To bring this 
to pass students were enlisted and trained for summer campaign 
work in the churches. This movement, begun Ih Canada, spread 
throughput ouh own country with very worthwhile results,. Not 
only vf^ 3 an intelligent interest in missions awakened but there 
was a deepening of the spiritual life and devotion of the entire 
church and especially of the young people.
Soon the work grew beyond the ability Of students to meet 
its needs. With the organization of missionary departments and. 
committees, the establishment of missionary libraries and the 
formation of mission study classes, leaders were being develop­
ed in the young people's societies themselves. To direct the 
energy of this increaalng company missionary enthusiasts v/as
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the next ‘oroblem. Accordingly st Silver Bay, New York,
.July 18, 1902, the formal organization of the Young People’s
Missionary Movement took place,
(2) Its Aim and Purpose. This was not a new and inde­
pendent or/^,anization hut a federation of the young people s 
departments of the home and foreign mission boards of North 
America. This movement vras one of the pioneer efforts in 
Interdenominational cooperation. It wt s a practical applica­
tion of the modern business principle of cooperation and con- 
30lida+ion.
The purpose was to assist established agencies in deepen­
ing the spiritual life end missionary parpose of young people. 
The aim wa“ to stimulate the study of missions in the United 
States and Canada through the publication of literature and 
the holding of conferences, institutes and expositions.
(3) A Reconstructed Movement. In 1909 the name was changed 
to The Missionary Education Movement. As such,it no longer 
includes only the young people of the churches but has been' 
reconstructed since its brief alliance with the Interchurch 
■'.Vorld Movement. It now represents twenty-seven Boards of 
Home and Foreign Missions and Departments of Missionary Educa­
tion, some of them being v/ornsn's societies. Its task is the 
preparation, publlcaltion and distribution of missionary liter­
ature as -well as the holding of missionary education conferences 
miat started out to be a splendid synthesis of interdenomina­
tional and denominational work for young people no longer func­
tions in that capacity.
^ Coggswell, Franklin D. " A Reconstructed Movement", All the
World. October, 1921
b. The DGnoihlnational Ardency. For young people the denoni'
inatlonal agency of missionary education is the expressional 
organization of each respective denomination. Among the Bap 
tists it is the Young People's Baptist Union. V/ith the Metho­
dists it is the Epworth League and for the ’Lutherans there is 
the Luther League.
(1) An Sveluation. I'he methods employed are quite similar 
in these societies. There is the usual Missionary Committee whose 
duty is to clan an interesting -orogram for the monthly missionary 
meeting or, it ma-y he, to organize a mission study class. Many 
young people can trace their interest in missions, and some their 
life-decision, to- a i^isslon study class taught by a pastor or 
a layman v^ho had the vision of the world's work and who was 
seeking to impart that vision to others.
4. The Sunday School.
Previous Methods. The Discipline of the Methodist Church 
commends, the use of a part, of one Sunday-school session each 
month for "missionary exercises'" In most schools this has been 
observed but for years the Missionary Superintendent has been 
trying to make bricks'without straw. He has been dependent upon 
such material as might come to hand,-that it has been meager in 
most cases, the program clearly oroved.
In many' churches the m’onthly missionary Sunday was nothing 
but the perfunctory placing of the collection received for that 
day into 'a separate fund, deposited v/lth a Missionary Treasurer, 
if such there hapnened to be. Small information resulted in 
small inspiration and consequently small expression in the way
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of life or service or nloney. "Today la Missionary SuMay” was 
the announcement made from the platform,- meaning ''G-iye s little 
more, if you happen to have it v/ith you." Usually the Easter 
offering for Missions was emphasJ^l2ed hut very inadequate in­
struction accompanied the effort made to secure’ this larger 
amount of money.
b. Preserit Methods. With the introduction of graded lessons 
into the Church Schools of our land, missionary education is 
coming to its*own. The isplonary lessons in the Closely Graded 
Courses are found in Courses II,. V, VII, VIII, IX, and X.
“'T’hese lessons show the growth of the Kingdom through the 
labors of the Apostles and the Christian fathers. They also 
tell of the brave f^eeds o^ oioneer heroes of the cross who, 
in modern days, have laboured in the slums of our cities; in 
many countries of Asia, among the Americsn Indiana, in Africa, 
the Islands of the Southern Pscific, Hawaii, the Society Islands, 
and Alaska."
Our boys- and girls have a fair claim on us for the story 
of Christian heroes and pioneers. Regarding the Church School 
83 the natural place for the education of children and youth 
along these lines, we shall later consider more fully a.ppropri- 
ate methods of instruction and expression.
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B. The Interdenoalnatlonal Ar^fencies,
1. The Foreign Mlsglona Conference of North America.
a. The Historlcal Backf:rQund. Turning now to the
interdenominational agencies, we shall first consider the 
organization which correanonds to the General T.!is3ionary 
Boards. This is the Foreign ’'Missions Qonferenco of North 
America which was organized in New York-tiity, January 12,
1^93, the direct outgrowth of the Council of the Presby-t 
terian and Reformed Alliance meeting held in Toronto, Canada 
the orevious year.
Twenty-one different Ylfelon Boards and Committees were 
represented in the first meeting. The Conference was based 
upon the principles of mutual acquaintance, free and frank 
discussion, and conference committees acting for all the boards.
b. An Byalimtlon. Only a few of the contributions of the 
Conference to the development of missionary principles and 
methods c^n be mentioned, since its influence has been largo 
both on the home side and on the foreign field. The creation 
of a Jllssionary Research Library in New York City is a matter 
of great value to the churches of America and to the student 
of world affairs. The effort to secure motion picture films 
which contain missionary scenes is likewise a good piece of 
constructive education.
Possibly the Conference of a sub-committ.ee on the Cultiva­
tion of the Home Church has most value for .our thesis. The 
Reports of this Conference give evidence of the importance of 
their discussions on problems of the Home Base.
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2. The Federation of Woman^ s Boards.
a. Historical Bachpiround. The interdenominational
organization of the Woman's ''''[isslonary Societies is the 
F'deraltion 'of Woman's Boards of Foreign Missions of North 
America. The object of the federation is stated in the con- 
stitution as follows:
"to promote greater efficiency In' the work of the Woman's 
Boards of Foreign ’‘Missions, to stimulate united prayer and 
study, to secure fuller develoomerit of resources and a truer 
conception of the scope and purpose of woman's work for missions
Since the organization of the Federation in I905 seven­
teen interdenominational conferences have been held in the 
nonth of January in or near New York City-. This annual con­
ference with its several committees investigates many phases 
of missionary work.
"b* The 'Central Committee-. One very imoortant committee
for ouh parpose is the Central Committee on the United Study
of foreign Missions, "^his oommit+ee existed even prior to
the organization of the Federation. It was formed in May 1900,
v/ith the purpose of furnishing desirable study books at a low
cost to the Woman's Foreign Missionary Societies.
(1) M Evaluation. Since its organization the committee
has published each year for twenty-two years, a text-book, and
for twelve years has also issued a Junior book. During the
first tv/enty ye^^rs the Central Committee distributed more' than
1
two million books, not merely to be read, but to be studied by 
prayerful groups of women. It would be difficult to estimate 
the far-reaching influence of this publication work alone in
developing missionary Intelligence in the churches.
1
"Authors' Night at a Birthday Celebration", Life and Light 
for Woman, March 1921, 92-93.
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The Central Committee has served in other ways than the 
above,- it initiated and helped to support for many years the 
Summer Schools o-^ Missions which be^an in 1904 and v^hich have 
done much to soread an intelligent interest in missions.
3. The Christian l^ndeavor Movement ■
a. The Historical Background. The only distinctly inter­
denominational agency in the field of Missionary Education for 
young people today la the Christian Endeavor Movement founded
by Dr. Francis E. Clark In 1881. The purpose of the organlza- 
wn s
tion’to give to the youth of our churches a chance to train 
for service. It is the »^reat expression?.! agency of the Church 
and through its large interdenoaina+ional and world wide aspects 
brings inspiration to countless thousands of young oeople.
b. An Evaluation. The chief contribution which the Move­
ment has made in the field of Missionary Education we have sug- 
«*ested above, namely,- the bringing together of vast nu..ibers 
of young people in world fellowship 'and understanding. It has 
a.lso been the meens of developing leadership am'ong the yo ng 
people. In its summer school at Northfleld a prominent place 
is -"Iven to-^Tisslonary Methods and Mission Study Classes.
Its limitations seem to be the present tendency to build 
UP itself -v/ithout adequate cooperation with other agencies, 
and also its hesitancy to move forward to meet the growing de- 
iiands of the day. In its endeavor to keep Itself alive, it has 
seemed to fail to mefet the needs of young people of this age.
The Christian Endeayb?' claims to have no missionary program 
of its own but to -seek to emphasize the program of each of the 
respective denominations in which it does work. And yet the
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criticism l;as been made that in sending out missionaries to 
foreign fields, it las encroached upon the -vork of other and 
older organizations. It may be said in defense of the nolicy 
of the Sndeavor Movement that it seeks only to extend its ovfn 
special type .of v/orK abroad,- expressional devotional ac­
tivities for youns reople.
Sunday School.
3* The Lesson Committee. In the reconstructed organiza­
tion knoi7n as the International ‘Sunuay School Council of Reli­
gious Education, the -^ormer ^enartment of Missionary Education 
has not yet -^ound its pla-ce. Put the International Lesson 
Committee 'Reserves reco'^nitdon for the important service it has 
rendered tha churches in the introduction of the missionary 
courses into the Sunday School lessons.
5. The Laymen* s Missionary Movement.
a. The- Historical Background. Although the La.ymen’s 
Missionary Movement no longer functions, it is worthy of consid­
eration because of the permanent contribution it has made in the 
field of Missionary Education. This Movement received its 
imnetus from the Student Volunteer Movement which we shall treat 
under o later section. The missionary enthusiasm manifested 
by the Student Volunteers constituted a challenge to the Church.
It was felt that a parallel movoment was needed among the laity 
if the Church was to respond to the opportunity of sending these 
young men and women into the fields to which they had been called.
And so the thought of the Laymen's Missionary Movement was 
planted by the Spirit in the mind of a young business man. As he
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saw the three thousand students gathered at the Nfshville Con­
vention in 1906', this thought came to him- if the laymen of North 
America could see this world es these students are seeing it, 
they would rise up in their strength and provide all the funds 
noer’ed for the enterprise. That same year the Laymen's liove- 
uent was organizer^ in N-w York City,
An Evaluation. Among other blessings, it has brooght 
two "Teat assets to the cnurch. The Laymen's ''Movement gave a 
new emphasis to the Importence of developing lay initiative.
It Missions an actuality in the nlrds an-^ hear+s of great
nu.i'bt rs of men in oar chorches. In truth, it may be said to 
hFve"put J.Ilsslons on the map" for the laymen of Christian America. 
hlk'B religion In general, the subject of missions was vreviouBiy 
fhoaght to concern only riiin'siterSjjifncTf ^’■omen^and children.
The Layuen's 'Missionary Yovemen*^ brought to the church a new 
financial opan which is fast ^oing away with the annual collec­
tion and is> putting the financial work of the church unon a sys­
tematic and orderly basis. A businesslike way of npeaonting ^reat 
themes of ^orld-wide interest and of King'^om extension appealed 
to men heir* their attention. The banquet idea v^as also attrac­
tive as was the hold.ing of large conferences . 'T'hese large gather­
ings of men di'^ much to engender the snirlt of friendly coopera­
tion and ChrictiFn brotherhcod,
6. The Interchurch World Movement. This is another enter- 
orise whose active history is in the past but whose influence 
still lives. To call the Interchurch Movement a failure is to 
ignore the very signal service it has performed the churches.
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The preparation of the -Interchuroh World Survey was of itself 
a vert notable contribution to the study of missionary problems, 
this siirvey contains concl’So information, statistics, charts, 
maps, diagrams and other graphic representations of religious, 
educational and missionary work throughout the world. It is 
a helpful source of information for use in programs and addresses.
The Y/orld Outlook was a splendid magazine, and although it was 
initiated by the Metho'^ist Church, the paper was taken over by 
the- Interchurch ’"overaent and considerably enlarged.
As in the case o-^ the Laymen's '“'ovement, so the Interchurch 
Movement brought to the counsels of the church business methods 
and statesmanship. It encouraged a more general use of the 
Weekly Offering for Benevolences and of the Every Member Canvass. 
It is probably not too much to state that the great forward 
movements subsequently undertaken in nearly all of the denomina­
tions could scarcely have been noasible without the impetus of 
the Interchurch World Movement.
7* ThQ Missionary Education Movement. ’Mention has already 
been made of this Movement under the section devoted to the 
Young Peoole's Missionary Movement to which it is a successor.
This further word needs to be said: The Missionary Education 
Movement is the organization in which nracti'cally all of the 
leading denominations of the United States and Canada unite to 
hold summer conferences and to publish missionary educational 
literature.
in the six official Sarnmer Conferences of the Movement a
three-year course of study leading' to a certificate of Training
in Missionary Education is offered. This step toward a
specialized training in Missionary Education promises much for 
the churches of America.
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C. College Aecencles.
1, The jCihr'il.flt.lan As3Qclatlon3> It would be shortsighted 
and unfair to infer that the present growth and achievements 
in missionary 'work among young people are due wholly to the 
influence of the so-called church agencies'. Many factors con­
tributed to this qui-’.kening of missionary interest on the part 
of the youth of our land. Among these forces may be mentioned 
the influence of the Stu'^ent Young Men's Christian Association 
founded in 1877 and of the College Young V/omen's .Christian 
Association organized ih 1'885.
2. The Student Volunteer Movement.
a. The Historical Background. The missionary spirit 
developed by the Christian Associations among the college 
students of North America found its natural expression in the 
organization at ’'^ount Hermon, Massachusetts, in 1886, of the 
Stuc^ent Volunteer ’“''ovement for Foreign ^![issions. 'T'he uprising 
of the Student Volunteers became an unspoken challenge to the 
Ciiristian Church.
b. An Evaluation. It would be difficult +o estimate the 
influence exerted by this movement throughout our colleges and 
unive-’-sitles, and the reflex influence felt in our churches. 
Such consecration of young life was bounf to make its lasting 
pnpeal. The call to the heroic has ever found its response in 
the human heart anti the "Send me" follows fast upon the "Who 
will go?", ^as'sions is truly a moral equivalent for war and 
the soul of the Student Volunteer was astir with the spirit of 
noble and daring adventure.
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The watchvv’ord of the Movement is a compelling utterance,- 
The Evangelization of the World in this G-eneration. A slogan 
of this sort, while it almost staggers our faith, nevertheless 
stirs our Imagination and challenges our "best.
"^he syste^i of Conferences inaugurated hy the Movement has 
had value In isseminating'missionary Irnowledge. Bo'th informa­
tion and inspiration have been brought to thousands of students 
through the' living messages from leaders and furloughed mission­
aries. While the Student Volunteer Movement is s great Recruit­
ing Agency, it has also done much to spread missionary intelli- 
genco. The Student Volunteers most admirably combine "knowing"'
with "(ioing"'. To them p call is a, need, 'a need made known, and
1
the ability to meet that need,
3. The Brother and Sister College Movement. Another move­
ment which is spreading among the institutions of higher learn­
ing and which gives coui’age for the v/ork o^ the Church at home 
and abroad, is what we may designate as the Bro'ther and Sister 
College Movement. 'The Sister -College Idea originated in the 
fertile mind of a Christian wom^n -who had both vislO'h and 
sight. As its name suggests, it is the sharing of -life and Inr 
terest with a chosen Brother oh Sister College overseas.
Vale was the .first large institution which attempted to 
reproduce itself, on another continent but the idea grew until 
there are noi7 many "Yale's- in- China.'* This concept has great­
ly broadened the outlo'ok of students and made' Missions seem 
wonderfully worthwhile and nersonal.
1 Speer, R@bert E., A Missionary Call.
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4« The Student FeTlovyshirr.- Still another student movement 
of recent orij^ln Is the Student Fellowship for Christian Life 
Service, whose orsanization took place last year, February 17- 
19, 1922, ap the University of Illinois. Its ultimate purpose, 
is a fellowship of all students dedicated to Christian life- 
service, but until that can- be realized, ’its aim is to make 
"America Christian for the friendly service of the world."
Perhaps the most hopeful si^n of the times is the Student 
liovemeht. To youth has ever come the vision of a ^reat com­
pelling task and the cour’age to go forward and face it. Their 
rapidly increasing interest, in things International and inter­
racial augurs well for the future. International relationships 
are being 'studied in student circles to an amazing degree. The 
awakened student is the hope of the hour.
Fellowship Forums are held in our colleges and universities
1
and themes like the following are discassed? Race Prejudice, 
Racial. Characteristics and Contributions, Race Relations. In 
addition to these general questions there are such subjects as, 
Foreign Students with the subdivisions of,“ America a Oreat 
Laboratory, Dangers Besetting the Foreign Student, Vfhat can 
American -Students Do About It? 'Then the various peoples of 
the -earth .are studied-, especially those with \7hpm we have most 
frequent con,tacts, - Russians, The Spanish Sneaking Peoples, 
Italians, CzechoslovakB, 'Orientals, Negroe's, Indians, and so on. 
These discussions of* Racial' Relationships are of tremendous 
value and give premise of a larger day for the work of Christian 
missions.
Fellowship Forums on Racial Relationships ( Student Fellowship
■f'or Christian Life-Service, NeW York)
1
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5. Coller.e Courses^ ^‘dditfon to the discussion groups
in student circles, already, referred to, \7e would mention the 
introduction of certain courses into the curricula of some of 
our colle;5©s an'^ theolno-ical schools. G-arrett Biblical Insti­
tute is offerirj a course in race study with tho emphasis, hot 
so -^uch on the academic consideration of racial problems and 
divisions, as on tho discovery of methods which-vTill bring 
rac3S together in Christian brotherhood.
In our own School of Religious Education a course in 
Racial Backgrounds is n-iven where much is made of laboratory 
work and '"irst-hand knowledge of the oeoples studied. Such 
courses will do a great deal in the dhrection of race appre­
ciation and Chriatlan harmony.
PART 'PII.





THE PRO'POSE^ PLAN F.OR i'.{EETINQ. THE CHALLENGE.
We have considered in Part I. the Apneal for an Internation­
al Mind. In Part II. we have reviewed some of the many agencies 
operating to produce such a mind. We have seen that there are 
these various instrumentalities working toward the same general 
goal, hut too often indenendently. This not only results in 
considerable overlapping, and therefore, waste of machinery and 
material, hut even with these combined efforts the cloth of 
internationalism does not reach over all. Those who are already 
interested will Join the society or group devoted to this or 
that particular cause, but the majority are left Outside with no 
adequate knowledge, and v/hat is more vital, no interest in "what 
it is all about." The need is for a correlated program of mission­
ary education that, will include every member of the church.
A. The Principles Underlying the Proposed Plan.
1. The Relation of Missionary Education to Religious Education.
The separation of Mlssion^^ry and Religious Education came 
about in a perfectly natural was as Hr. Dlffehdorfer explains 
in the Introduction to Missionary Education in Homo and School.
It v/as the result of the struggle made by the Mission Boards to 
maintain their v/ork. It was an effort to promote a great, if 
not, the greatest modern enterprise. However, it had an unfor­
tunate sequence in that it produced in the minds of nany a dis­
tinction between Missionary and Religious Activities. It ha-s made 
Missions seem like something special or additional to the reli­
gious life of the child. It has put the subject of Missions 
into the class of the electives Instead of among the list of the
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requirements, where it ri'^htfully belongs.
But it is increa^'in.^ly evident that Missionary Education i^ 
not a compartment of ^olisioas Education bat the very heart of 
it. ^7e conceive that Missionary Education is not an extra to 
be added to the child's religious experience. Missions is not 
a department of Chrlatfanity,- it is Christianity itself.in its 
completest expression. This conviction must be put into the 
very structure of our Christian educational system. Missionary 
education must be shorm to be an essential part of Beligious Ed­
ucation. To do this will require the coordination of the many 
agencies now at ?/ork up’on the children and youth of our churches.
The Unity of the Field. Another uniappy division is that 
between Home and Foreign Missions. In listing the agencies of 
Missionary Intelligence we have seen fit to limit ourselves to 
the distinctly foreign task-, but when v;e come to the local church 
and the individual child no such distinction d'are be made. The 
field is the world ‘and America is a part of the field, the near­
est, though not necessarily -the neediest.
Matthew Arnold's remark about Sophocles must be true of every 
Missionary Educator, he must be able to see things steadily and 
to see them whole. Proportion is more and more coming to be the 
Important thing in religion, as in every other sphere of life.
In essentials there must be unity if we would give to the coming 
generation a broader, saner outlook upon the world's work. The 
field of missionrry endeavor must be seen, to be the world.
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3. The Unlorv of Impression and Expression. Still another un­
fortunate separation is that between the a^encie's of instruction 
and expression. One or.'^anizatioh has hedn m?^king the impressions 
through forraal instruction whU© another has been providing the 
means for expression. 3ut the teacning act includes both im­
pression and expression ^nc' their divorce is unpedagogical. The 
one supplements the other and neither 1*=' .complete without the 
.other, organization can tip^ive on stady alon'e. Christian faith 
denands expression in service. Still less can the missionary 
enterprise be maintained by mere pctivity. Inspir/ tion for \7ork 
comes from knowledge of the need.
A comprehen'^iVe program of study and Service activities is 
requisite for our purpose. Our boys and girls and young people 
have a just claim on as for a totality of Impression and expres­
sion which shall insure a well-d.evelpped Christian life. This 
necessitates a plan for the entire missionary education of the 
child, and youth.
Two extremes of policy must be carefully guarded a.gaihst:
(1) that which confuses missionary education with mere promotion 
and regards with favor any kind of method that vfill bring imme­
diate money returns, (2) that which confuses eaucation ^ith in­
struction only a.id emphasizes information about missions to the \ 
neglect of service for and support of missionary enterprises.
B. The Organization ^recessary to the Proposed Plan.
1. The Purposes of Organization. We have already laid down the 
principle that Missionary Education is an essential part of 
Religious Education. therefore its success will depend chiefly 
on the regular organization of the church. And yet there must 
1
Congregational, Educat-lonal Society, Department of Missionary 
Education - Principles and Methods of Missionary Educatior
Revised'Edition, 1922.
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responsible missionary leadership in every church and school. 
This because the subject of Missions has never been adequate­
ly planned fo'r in the regular Sunday School material. V/hat is 
left to everybody is tfken care of by nobody.- "Nothing but 
efficient organization will insure effective missionary educa­
tion* Organization is needed for the following reasons:
Concentration. The lesson which the War taught us, 
so far as organization goes, is the power of "united command".
If ever the teaching newer of the church.is to count- and 
never has- it been more imperative that it should count- each 
society and each individual responsible for the trailing of 
youth must enter into a common program. There must be organ- 
izatipn to insure unity of endeavor toward a com non goal. Con- 
centratl:)n and cooperation are absolute requirements in the 
realm of missionary activit^s.,
Specialization; The regular officers are too busy to 
■■ive the time required either for making or directing the 
plans of missionary education. Missionary specialists are 
needed to develop a well-bej.anced scheme of missionary educa­
tion which shall enlist the whole church membership. It is their 
task to provide the materials for the workers to use in carry­
ing oit the nlane of the school.
"^he work of Missions is so important, the f’iel,d so vast, 
the available material so abundant, the right manner and spirit 
of presentation so vital, +he possibilities of great results 
so challenging, that some persons ought to be set aside to be­
come leaders in this field,"
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0* Conservation, The activities of the young people of. the 
average parish have been unorganized and unrelated, \7ith the 
best of intentions on every one's part, too many societies have 
been competing for the interest and service of the young people. 
One of our leading denominations has thirteen separate agencies 
that are at work in the field of missionary education. There 
is bound to be unfortunate competition and duplication of effort 
with such a situation. We believe in conservation of time .and 
energy and to this end favor a policy of unification and coordi­
nation of all existing organizations. One of the reasons for 
organization is to know everything that is going on in the 
church, in order to avoid duplication of effort.
2% The Essentials of Orf^anlzation.
Simplicity. In tiew of the fact that we are already 
over-organized in our church life, whatever is done-in the way 
of missionary organization must be as simple as efficiency and 
democracy will permit. No unnecessary organization must be 
perpetrated on our- already congested field. The aim is merely 
to provide that Teadership which will make success inevitable.
b. Democracy. Any efficient missionary organization mpst 
be democratic. It must represent the entire church membership 
if it is to win the confidence of all vrorkers. The policy of 
the Presbyterian Church is to include boys and gii:*ls on th# 
missionary committee of their church school. Every department 
from the Juniors up is represented on the committee by a pupil. 
Plans proposed by so representative a body will not be felt to 
be ImpQsed upon the school from without but to be the natural 
development from within.
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c. Efficiency. Efficiency is the Ipst word in orf,£nization.- 
Doe.:, it work? Are the results commensurate with the opportu­
nities and the needs? These are lef^ltimc'to uestions for 
success is the final test o'^ any metho'^To be efficient 
missionary organization must divide responsibility and enlist 
every officer, teacher and scholar ■^n +he promotion of 'aorld 
brotherhood.
Xh© Plan of Orr.anization. Having considered the purposes 
and essentials of missionary organization, we shall proceed to 
state our nlen of organization.
a. The G-eneral Department of missionary Education, For the 
larger t-sk of leadership in the denomination we recoamend a 
Department of ^^Issionary Education with a special secretary to 
formulate a policy and program ?=nd to promote the ‘^ame ^^^^long the 
churches. This Department will consult with the mission boards 
-nd e^’ucational experts,when making its program which will be 
^ I integral part of the whole educational program of the church. 
It will act as a clearing house of information to which pastors 
and superintendents will turn for direction along missionary 
lines,
It is expected that this Department will assist in unifying 
the agencies of.missionary edunstion =0 as to relieve the 
situation in the local churchv- This has alrea^.y been accom­
plished in the case of the General Secretary of Missionary Ed­
ucation in the Congregational Church, who has succeeded in con­
vincing the overhead agencies ^ the advantage to them of the 
united plan.
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■b» Orf^anization In the Local Church.
(1) The Church Council of Missionary Education. In har­
mony with the principles of unity and cooperation previously 
laid down, tha ideal plan of organization for missionary edu­
cation in the local church will he a Church Committee or Coun­
cil of Missionary Education. This Council should include the 
Pastor, Director of Religious Educat’on, Superintendent of the 
Church School, and reoresentatives of all those organizations 
in the church through v^hich missionary education may be promo­
ted. All agencies dircetly or indirectly affecting the Sunday 
School should cooperate to.'develop the mia.slonP’ry spirit. In- 
deed the plan of raissi'^nsry education for the whole, church 
will be worked out in this Council so that there will be no 
duplication of effort.
(2) The Sunday School ^^Issionary Com.mitteo. teen a Mission­
ary Committee of the Sunday School can expand into a Church 
Committee, as we have shown above-, the largest posoi-bie advance 
towards unity and cooperation is taken. In the -sbsence of
ach e Church Council 'the Missionary Committee of the Sunday 
or Church School should be mdde niost efficient and representa­
tive .
In the very small school the missionary superintendent 
-alone can carry out the plan of missionary education. In ^the 
average school the superintendent should have the aid of an 
assistant superintendent, a secretary, and a trea.surer. Vfhlle 
in a large school represehtative subcommittees- will need to 
be added to develop missionary plans for every department of 
the school.. Each age-group in the school should be represented.
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(a) The Duties of the Committee. This Committee is charged 
with the responsibility of orovldins mi'-sionpry education along 
the f.our lines suggested by !ir. Loveland in Training World. 
Christians, nani9iyj- Instruc-tion, Training in Prayer, Training 
in Service, anf^ Training in Q-iving. The responsibility con­
sists in seeing that it is done rather than In '^oing it. The 
function of the -aisslonary conunittee 1n the woll-organlzod 
°chool is only admlnstretive and advisory. The plan has allowed 
^or the initiative .of the departmental superintendent. Eaqh 
'department is resnonsible for the missionary education of its 
members under the general guidance o'^ the missionary committee.
(b) Its Relation to the Rcbool . As we have suggested above, 
the misslona.ry committee does no+ cf=rry its program directly to 
the Sunday School membership. It must work through the regular 
officers and teachers. To enlist the ay's-pthy and cooperation 
of the general superintendent and teachers will bo one of the 
^irst Pirns of the committee. Little can be accomplished with­
out their aid.. We must have 'specialists but we must at the same 
ti.ie guard against the nation that the study and service of 
missions is optional and not a regular phase of the church's life.
"The ultimate ideal in missionary education for the church 
school is so to dif-^use +he missionary so^bit through the entire 
school that teachers will come to teach the regular lessons from 
the missionary standpoint, and missionary education will bepome 
identified v/ith religious education."
(c) Its Relation to Week Day Religion^ Educrtion. It is 
coming to be recopnlzed that the Sunday session of the Church 
School is too short to adeq^uately train in Christian habits of 
life. Week Day Religious Education which is the ideal of today
will be the actual of tomorrow.
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Where a community or a denominational enterprise of Week- 
Day Religious Education exists the missionary organization 
should seek to relate itself most intimately to this, movement. 
The lessons on Sunday should be such that they develop a spirit 
which must have its outlet in service.
C. Agencies in the Local- Church.
1 . The Pulpit. The pulpit Is the vantage' ground for cresting 
the right attitude on the part of the congregation toward any 
cause. The pastor holds the key position in producing the at­
mosphere, favorable or unfavorable to missionary interest. He 
should confer 7/ith the missionary committee early in the year 
and Plan for a definite campaign of promotion, in which the 
pulpit should share in such vrays as the following:
Sermons. In each year's program there should be ser­
mons or a series of sermons on great missionary themes. These 
need not be labelled "missionary" but they should give a vision 
of the cnurch’s world“wide task. They should emphavSize the con­
tinuity of Christian thought and revelation by telling of the 
^Codern Acts of the ApostleS’. They, should present the nianysided- 
ness of the missionary enterprise and. thereby enlarge the con­
ception f missions, held by some of the uninformed.
b. Addresses. These will be given by missionaries and 
representatives of mission boards. Although in the future we 
snail not rely, as we have in the past, upon the occasional 
visit of a furloughed missionary or board representative, never­
theless we recognize the advantage gained from their personal 
experience and special study.
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c. Personal Interest, The pastor's personal interest Is 
evidenced in countless v/ays, It is shown' in the regular and 
specific mention of missionary interests in the public prayer. 
It is manifested by the use of missionary materials as sermon 
illustrations,- the full V''^lue of which has yet to be discover­
ed. The n; stor's interest will reveal itself in his general 
conversatibn for it takes the overflow of heart to give the 
lips full speech.
d* ^:idvreek Prayer Service. Another available agency
for missionary education in the local church is the Midweek 
Prayer or Praise Service. There are any number of ways in 
which this midweek meeting may be made a means fdr increasing 
missionary intelligence-. The pastor is the usual leader of 
this service but he may appoint some organization in the church 
end nake them responsible for a missionary program. Churches 
that have adopted the, plan of the church school of missions 
lave o'^ten found it helpful to relate this school to the mid­
week meeting.
2. The Church School. For children and yoath missionary ed­
ucation should center, in the church school with its correlated 
week day activities. Mission study and Training in Mission­
ary Service are imp. rtant factors in a Christian program of 
religious education. They present situations and problems to 
be met and solved in the Christian spirit and thus help to 
develop attitudes and habits of unselfishness and love.
The Church School needs missions more than missions need 
the church school- Relia.‘nce upon mission bands or missionary
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societies limits the apoeal to -those alrefdy sufficiently inter­
ested to join such or/^anizstions. The Church School reaches 
a larger number fnd is the logical olace for ec^ucation. Regular 
and systematic instruction in missions should be given as a p£-rt 
of the essential orogram of the school. This instruction should 
be graded to meet the varying, needs of every child and alwa.ys 
opportunity should be afforded to give exoression to interests 
already formed. ^lore will be said in e later section concern­
ing methods and materials of missionary education.
c. The Superintendent. ^'^uch will depend upon the =^uperln- 
tendent‘s attitude. He will ingl-ience the school as the pastor 
does the church. It is his resn nsibility uo see that the pro­
gram is ca.rries out and the narts assigned to those who will do 
them justice. If he is- sympathetic and entbdsiastic the vrork 
of missionary education will prosper.
3. The '^omp.n' s !'Missionary Society. TTithout doubt the most 
effective missionary agency in the church has been the Y»oman*s 
Missionary Society. Thrpe .orga’^izations compete for the'inter­
est and service of women- The Ladies' Aid- Society for local 
work, the Foreign Missionary Society for the y/ork 'of foreign 
missions, and' the Hone Missionary Society for home missions.
The unificatlpn of these organizations is highly desirable,- 
one woman''s society for all these Interests with soecial officers 
and committees for each. 'T^his \70uld help to interest all women 
in all branches of the church's work-, as it should be.
It is equally important that the women cooperr-te with all 
the agencies of missionary education in the unified nrogram
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for children and young heonlei and the natural agency through 
v/hich this nrogram shoul^^ be worked out is the Church School.
The auxiliary orgsnlzs'tiona pf children and young people have 
been useful in showing the church school wherein it v/as weak, 
namely,- in expressional activities. These societies were pioneer 
efforts and may still be needed in places to blaze the way for 
a larger nrogram. And where that larger program is in effect, 
they may still find their place as supplemental actlvltes. But 
in general W' would say that they must decrease tnat wider and 
wiser methods may increase. The personal tbuch which these small­
er organizations and groups afford, need not be lost if there is 
full cooperation of all the agencies of missionary educ; tion.
' 3 Organizations. There is no doubt that men need the 
missionary spirit as vrell as 'women, and will respond if rightly 
approached. They are likely to be interested in the more prac­
tical aspects of missions, its influence as a world force in 
government and industry. They will en^oy promoting the every- 
member canvass and dol ig ither works of a similar nature. However 
the practical aeoect of missions need not obscare its spiritual 
character even with nen.
A special missionary society will not, attract them, but study 
classes have been found to be effective in their behalf, especial­
ly the Church School of Missions.
5. The Young People' s Society. This may* be an organized de­
partment of the dhurch schoql or it may remain a separate organ­
ization for young people.. In any case missionary education 
should be an important part, qt the program. This is the period 
in which most of the ejillstraents for life service are made and
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is therefore of vital importance to the missionary enterprise 
B 3 a. whole. Intelligent study and definite service are the 
k'eyhotes of success ir yo'ung people's work,
a.Summer Conferences. The missionary education conferences 
conducted each summer in all ocTts of the country are of great 
value. A church can make no be-^ter investment for the develop- 
ment of leadership in its own ■'■ork and for sendlrig recruits in­
to the mission field, than to send picked young oeojsle to these 
conferences,
6. Other Organizations, le refer to recreational groups like 
the Boy Scouts or the Gamp Fire G-irls or kindred organizations 
which may be f )und in the church. Any of these may be utilized 
for the cultivation missionary spirit, rather than to multi­
ply organizations. Very much v^lll 'depend upon the naality of 
the leadershlpi
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D. Fie t hod a and Materials of T^lsslonary Education.
There are fo-ir tyn^a or nhc at s o'’ niasionf'^y education 
which liiav be exnressed by v^hat '-ve Tii’^h^' terni the 'niissionary 
verbs". These verbs are, to know, to oray, to ~lye, enf'i to 
-^o, and this last one ^je shall use in the sense of oersonal 
service. The types of nlsslonary education which they define 
are instruction, trainins in orayer, service, and in -^‘ivint^.
1, Instruction. Adeouate instruction is the first step in the 
development of missionary Intellif^ence. ’Without information 
t.iere can be no insniration. Unless we know about the condi~ 
tions that oxist amon^ wonien and little children in India and 
Africa, we shall not be interested in alleviating t.iem* Facts 
ere the fuel of missloncry interest and enthusiasm. And there 
are inany ways of impartl-hs this knov/ledge v/hlcn is the sine 
qua non of missionary in+erest. Some o'" these ways are ^iven 
‘re low-'#.
9• Stories. The chief power of the story lies in its 
enotional anneal and it i^ this fact 'dnic.r makes missionary 
usterial of such v^^lue i^^ the -^ield of relif-^ioas education,
'^h'ri real need actually exists and the oopo.rtunity to meet that 
need is exeected to follow +he telling of- It.-
Missionary stories ijst be adanted to the develonins mind 
of the child, to his. Interests, and to .his world. Child nature 
must determine child nurture and this nrlnciple applies to the 
selection of the story material. 'C'ith this in mind the various 
mission boards have nrepared 'graded missionary stories for 
every department in the church school.
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b. Sonfj:s* The value of songs in mlssibnary educe-tion 
has rarely been dlscovere'^-. Junior boys anf^ girls \7ill love 
to sing the songs their Chinese and Japanese brothers and 
°isters are singing. The Crafile Songs of Many Nations will 
-delight little children.
The u-reat Missionary iynins of the church should be inter- 
nreted to boys and ^irls. T7hen they anderstand the meaning 
of the hy on and know something of its author and the circum­
stances unf er v/hich it s written, it will be sung in an 
entirely new spirit. “^he use of lantern slides to illustrate 
the hymn is very effective.
c. Pictures and Qh.lects. Missionary atmosohere is best 
produced by means of visual instruction. Teaching that enters 
both eye-gate and ear-gate is more easily retained in the aem- 
ory than that-which comes only through one of these avenues*
(1) Pictures. The missionary picture greatly helps the 
tol''ing of the story. It may be used a‘s the basis of the story 
or as the climax or ooint of the story. The nicture must- con­
tain enough action to capture' the child's attention. Selected 
pictures accompany many of the graded missionary stories bent, 
out by denominational boards.
(2) Curios and Objects. Little children will enjoy be­
ing introduced to the various mission fi ;lds by dolls In cos­
tume. A missionary curio will arouse the interest and hold the 
attention of active boys '^hen nothing else will. We recommend 
the- collection of curios, costumes, dolls, and other objects 
that will make vivid life in other countries. These can'form
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the nucleus of a small museum or missionary chest. The v/ide- 
awake teacher will find shundant use for such illustrative ma­
terial .
(3) Lantern slides. Beautifully colored slides will 
hold the interest of children and nrovide the basis for the 
imparting of missionary knowledge. ivieny denominational a-^encies 
have sets of these slides which may be Aad for a nominal rental 
fee. Brief lantern-slide talks can be introduced in to the 
service of worsnip, with the hymn and scripture reading also 
thrown uoon the screen.
(4) Posters. These perform the double service of pro­
viding activity in their creation ^rid instruction in their dis­
play. Ready-made posters are therefore not as effective as 
those resulting '^rom the punils,’ own investigation and interest. 
Poster-making appeals greatly to 'Juniors and Intermediates. It 
forms 8 nost exhilarating meaps of giving expression to their 
missionary impulses.
(5) A Missionary Room. A room devoted to missionary 
nurposes woild do much to create the atmosphere^ so fundamental 
to missionary interest. In it would be found the case of 
curios, the library of books, the table of magazines that bear 
on missionary problems. On i'ts walla would be hung the pictures 
of great missionaries, charts, and maps. Here an exhibit^ of 
posters might be displayed. The uses to which a missionary 
room could be out are manifold. Mission study classes vrould 
meet in it and other classes might have their privileged turn
of enjoying its benefits.
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d; Dramatics* Missionary dramrtics can "be a most powerful 
means of broadening sympathy and creating Christian attitudes.
In the past the main ourpose seems to have been the' Inst^'uctlon 
of the spectators but more and more it is being recognized that 
they' are of secondary consideration, and that the children them­
selves who participate are t-he more important, consideration. V7e 
do not recommend mere performance for the sahe of entertainment. 
The children themselves construct, develop and finally produce 
their own play and they do 'it as' an act of service whereby others- 
may be Informed and 'interest aroused. This- aim and purpose is 
the justification for the 'Use of dramatics in religious educa­
tion.
One of the commonest forms of dramatization in the church 
is the pageant. It has come into vogue to-day In response to 
the emphasis which modern osj^’chology gives tp the importance of 
the dramatic- instinct.
e.Play. Playing the samp games our Chinese friends play 
will add a further bond of sympathy. All children love to ^lay 
and many of the games of forieng children are well adapted 'to 
use by our own girls and boys. ^Crs, Sites in her fascinating 
textbook for Juniors has given a number of Chinese games ir/hich 
have helped to ma.ke Mook so 'popular a story.
Reading. When childre.h come to the reading age suitable 
storybooks, books of travel, and books of biography should be 
provided for them. Their eager minds will grow and expand under 
the influence of good missionary reading. A missionary library 
adapted to the va.^ying needs of a church school is essential
to the development of missionary intelligence.
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2* Trainl-y in Prayer. 'Prayer is a soaetimes ne';;lected, 
but none the less important, phase of misaionary education. 
Prayer is the result bf a natural impulse, but of one that 
needs training. Those who v^ish to nray rightly and well 
must be trained i" the snirit and practice of prayer. As soon 
as children ore old enou‘''h to think of G-od as a father, -they 
are old enouf;5h to pray. Of course, it will be a very sitnnle 
nrayer and one that he v/ill he1o to ans^^er.
a. The ^!eaninm of. Prayer, Children need to be taught 
the meaning of prayer. They must be led to see that nrayer 
is not *3ettln^ G-od to do our n-ill, it is cooperation with 
him in ■^ettinr his will done. "Thy will be lone!" Prayer is 
petition but it is more. It is 'likewise communion or talking 
with God. It is adoration and thanks/^iving and it is also 
confession. All of these elements may enter into prayer. 3ut 
to the V/orld Christian prayer is always intercession. It is 
"^hy Kinn;dom come" and through my help. True prayer alvays leads 
to action.
b. The Characteristics of Intercession.. Prayer for 
missions- must be intelligent, definite, and daily.
(1) Intelligent. It depends for its intelligence 
upon the efficiency of missionary instruction. If a pupil 
is well informed about missions:, his prayers for missions 
’Will be Intelligent.
(2') Definite-. Intelligent prayer is always definite..
"G-od bless everybody" may indicate a very generous disposi­
tion but it reveals .as well a very limited understanding. 
Adequate instruction insures definite and therefore effective
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prayer. Definite for spec^^ic nurposes shoT7s it- elf
lo-^e recdily in action.
(5) Daily.' "^raver 'to he effectual must be re'^ulsr. The 
hcbit of prayer can only be formed hy constant practice. It 
Tiu^^t neither -^ive to. moods nor be sidetracked thro'ogh care­
lessness -tr husines'5, ‘'^unila oun-ht to be' taught to pray regular­
ly dur.ler the i^eek as 'veil a s on Sunday, 
c. .let.iods,
(l) ^he At..iOSPhere of ’.Torship. '^he atmosphere in ^hich 
prayer is ea'-?y a .id natural mus+ be crea+ed in the 'worship period 
of the church school, huch will depend upon the attitude of 
teachers end officers to'va.hds these opening exe-'cises. If they 
are quiet and reverential that spirit' will be caught by the pupils 
The choice of music, the rcadin"’ "f the scripture lesson, and 
the diyiity with which the service is conducted, are all natters 
of importance.
(2) 3-ood fodeis of Prayer. Sunday school uembers should' 
hear worthy pra-y^rs at every session of the school, "^he force 
of example is very great and children unconsciously pick up
pr» yer habits every time anyone prays in tiieir presence. It is 
nost i.mportant that v/orthy models of prayer be provided for the 
pupils to inltate.
(3) The Study of Prayers. Some of the great prayers
of tne Bible and of literature' should be studied in the school. 
A.uong these the Lord's Prayer will come first. It is well to 
me.morlze o-ood prayers as an aid to one's own manner of expression. 
It Is also' helpful to write out prayers for personal or grbup 
use. Thi^ leads to thoughtfulness and care in the ch ice of
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words and the exoression of desires,
(4) G-roup Prayer^. Praying in uni.son has educational 
value. It ten<^s to make pray.er natural and habitual to those 
to whom it is new. A class prayer v/orked out by the class 
fnd repeated by them in unison has nuc.i value and will mean 
more to then because It i*" their own,
(5) Individual ^rayer. T^his the final test and the 
final attf inme nt of training in nra.yer. Private devotions 
should De ■^reqjontly sug'/ested a d encouraged. Special topics 
may be assigned for the '^ays of the v?eek. The use of prayer 
cycles is recommended ?s an aid to the formation of the prayer 
habit. hpch class or denartment may very nrofitably work out 
it's ov/n prayer cycle,.
TnalnlnK in Service, Servibe is the keynote of Citrist's 
iie:3sage for us, and it ‘is the mainepring of the nisslo ary 
.iOtive. It must be given a large place in the religious train­
ing and the' life of every member f the chur..ch. They must not 
only Christians; they must like Christians.
In the years of childhood and youth impression is quick­
ly followed by expression. 'T'nese generous impulses of' the 
child must be directed into -definite acts of kindness and help­
fulness. Expression is life. If an impulse i?= expressed, the 
impression is strengthened and deenened. "If any uan will ^ 
my will, he shall know of the doctrine" is a pedagogical truth, 
f^e hpvt come to realize that it is doing rather than listening, 
that brings inspiration, 1 arn hy doing.
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a. A graded ProF,ram of Service. vmat is needed in our church 
schools is a graded nlan of social service which w-ill make sure 
" that all classes are enlisted In some for^l of v^orihy endeavor 
3 adapted to their af^e and capacity, arranr^ed in orderly and pr'o- 
y ^ressive se'^uence, and correlated with the instructional and de- 
■5^ votional elements so as to present a vital and essential unity."
The Episcopal Church have done considerable in producing 
such a plan in connection v/ith the Christian Nurture Course. The 
children are tau-^ht to accept certain responsibilities in the five 
fields of Christian Service *• the Parish and Home, the Community, 
Diocese, Nation, and V/orld. Under the Block System each field is 
given prominence for adefinite period of time. The aim is that 
each class shall give to each field in the course of the year, 
and the giving involves service activities.
Individua'l Service. Ea.ch person needs the stimulus of a 
definite individual task. It may be a simnle task and done for 
the local school ^r church, the community or the larger v/orld, 
but it should be a personal service independently performed.
c. group. Service. Each person also' needs to learn how to work 
7/ith others for common and v/orthy ends. He must learn to do 
team work if he would be associated in a group project. Vh know 
that doing or acting together is more notent than acting alone 
■>ut training and practice are required.
d. Life Service. The devotement of life for Kingdom exten­
sion is ever the aim of training in service. It will be the 
natural and expected result if the church schools seriously pro­
mote training for service, beginning v/ith very little chilnren
nd continuing it as on integral part of their religious educa­
tion through the years.
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4. TrrlnlriP-. in G-ivinp;. ^'^isslonr-ry interest and supnort is 
almost entirely a matter education. Childhood is the time 
to lay the foundations ^or inters ts thft later are t'o be con- 
■^idered of supreme imnortance. i^fter a life ha^ formed its 
lablts and fixed its likes and dislikes it becomes increasing­
ly di-^ficalt to create new centers of loyalty, 
r . Principles of Hducatlon in !:oney-.mivir;g>
(1) '^he Development of -the C’lild . The mistake in the
past has been a too ^reat emphasis on collections and too 
little on education. ^he moneyaim should not control in '’.eal- 
in-s with children. material results of their giving should
be disregarded utterly. Their ooral develonment is the only 
’^orthy c onsideration.
(2) Graded Giving. The giving of children should be 
■^^aded ^ust their Ins+ruotion is graded. Taey will under- 
ptanu giving to in+ereSts that come ''■’■ithin the n nge o their 
experience^ As their interests enlarge, -^i ing should increase,
(3) I.iteingent Choice of Plolds of Senevol^nce. This 
is essential if giving is to be tie genuine expression of the 
child's ll^e. Children should have a voice in the expenditure
their Tioney. 'T’pey must have as a basld the kno”^ledge of the 
r ctua1 conditions.
The id^al to^^ard which we ain is a missionary cnurch 
rather than one ^hich merely supports Tiissions. It i =■ to 
•create the vision of the Church's world"v/id3 task, not as the 
benevolence of the Church, but as its chief business, and the 
greatest enterprise of nodern times. Such a purpose and such





Among the -^igns of promise for a better day is the growing 
conviction that religion alone cen help lis out of the forest.
War hfs been tried but "War is never a solution;" said Disraeli, 
"it is an aggravation*" Legislation has been tried but its 
success depends upon a background of public sentiment and con­
science which only religion can supply. Nothing' but Christian 
education can create those morals and disciplines essential to 
civilization’s ongoing. G-reat encouragement is to be found in 
this rising tide of Religious Education-'Consciousness of vrhich 
missionary education is felt to be an integral part.
Again, the increasing emphasis on the project method of 
a.pproach augurs much for missionary education as a source of 
service activities. There, is no material which adds more of 
interest, realism, and inspiration to a program than that af­
forded by the ralssionriry enterprise. Week Day Schools of Rell- 
«-ious Education ^^re recognizing this fact and are making use 
of missionary material as a source of educative projects. The 
Daily Vacation Bible School also finds value in missionary 
stories and incidents and has asked for a text-book on Graded 
Missionary ^^ducatlon.
The distinctive feature of the project method is that the 
educational process shall be one of nurposeful activity tovrard 
a definite aim. The missionary oroject is ideal for in it 
the elements of study and self-expression can be admirably 
blended.
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A further cause for gratitude Is found In the greater willing­
ness on the part of overhead agencies to Join forces for the 
general good. When they, .can be convinced that ever^ vital inter­
est will not only be conserved but even better taken care of, in 
the ’combined plan, their consent is readily obtained. A good
example of cooperation is seen in- the Joint effort of the Council 
of Home ’\ilss-lons and the Missionary Education Movement to produce 
text-books in cycles of three years. In this case the union of 
forces will mean both ec'onomy of resources and an improved oroduct.
Among the objectives adooted by the New World Movement of the 
Baptist Church is an increased emphasis upon the Importance of 
missionary education, for theolo&ical students. This Movement 
recommends an exhibit of missionary education materials in every 
Baptist Theological Seninary and Pinishing School. When we con­
sider that th? pastor is the pivotal man In the church's -life, 
such preparation is invaluable for his ministry.
The Church School of Missions is a new idea of great promise 
in mission study. It is the whole church membership orga.nized 
into graded classes, studying simultaneously for a definite 
ueriod of time, the whole world field. T.hls method has cotpmend- 
ed Itself in actual experience as one of the best means of pur­
suing missionary education in the local church. It has the ad­
vantage of concentrating the attention of the congregation and 
capitalizing the enthusiasm that comes from united participation 
in e common project.
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The Preshyterlan Board have discovered a unique way of, apply- 
ins constructive criticisms to this spirit of missiona^ry intel­
ligence. They secure writers to v^rite stories for stand-
■ard magazines li^e th& Atlantic, Scribners, Hamers, etc.., and 
then issue these articles as renrints. This accomplishes two 
things. It brings ^ood missiona.ry material v/ithout the tuission- 
ary label before the atte-ntion of the reacing nubile, and the 
reprints attract all the more attention because they are marked 
as reprints from these standard magazines.
We "lavo adready referred to the Student Movement as one of 
the hopeful signs o^ times. At a recent conference of student 
leaders in Yonkers, N'w York, a report v/as ^iven which divided 
the students of North America into four groups or classes v'ith 
respect to their outlook unon the world. In the first group. 
v.'a3 the nrovincial student, in the second the student- who was 
internationrlly minded but doubtful of Christian Influence, in 
tiie third the student '^ho was interested from tne Christian 
viewpoint, and in the fourth class tne student fully devoted
the GhriPitian life purpose. It vYas- found, that the provincial 
student is in the minority. The Christian student ‘is the hope 
of the hour and proves the strategy of 'concentrating attention 
and effort on youth, our greatest factor in helping to produce
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